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By 2017, 33% of office applications and 
messaging tools had been migrated to 

clouds. However, by 2022 this number is expected 
to nearly double to more than 65%.

Gartner Group

No one is immune from unintentional 
violators, even if the latter are  

trusted individuals.

«Insider Threat Report 2019» by Cyber Security Insiders

 THE  REALITIES
Today’s Digital Life

 — Working with confidential data on personal devices 
(BYOD, Bring Your Own Device), using traditional 
corporate end–point protection policies, is no longer 
applicable.

 — Today’s work environments require, among other 
things, full–fledged access to corporate data without 
being bound to a workplace or having to connect via 
a company's VPN network.

Business Virtualization
 — Data goes to a cloud, where the security boundaries are 

unclear.
 — Remote work is becoming the norm.
 — More and more organizations are switching to virtual 

interactions between employees and partners.
 — The exchange of electronic documents is no longer 

accompanying, but increasingly replacing how people 
communicate.

 — There is a growing volume of confidential data being 
processed electronically.

STATISTICS
In three out of five cases ↘

 — incidents concerning confidential information are caused 
by employees or other trusted individuals (partners, 
outsourcers, etc.) who have authorized access the 
relevant data.

In half of the cases ↘
 — the incidents are unintentional —  due to errors, 

ignorance or negligence.

51%
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EACH BREACH MAY HAVE DIFFERENT 
CAUSES, BUT THE CONSEQUENCES  
ARE SIMILAR



specialized software 
for managing authorized 
user interactions with 
confidential data

designed to prevent the misuse 
of confidential information

allows for the organization of 
document handling routines 
based on the category of data as 
well as its associated processes

flexibly integrates into 
a company’s existing file 
management structure 
without changing established 
business processes
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WHAT PERIMETRIX IS 
AND WHY YOU NEED IT
applications and capabilities
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OUR APPROACH

PRIORITY 
Perimetrix protects business 
processes, not infrastructure

CLASSIFYING
data and understanding the 

processes that it is 
associated with

CONTINUOUSLY 
PROTECTING 

information throughout every 
stage of its life–cycle through 

the inheritance of 
classification attributes

«ZERO TRUST» 
prohibiting all activities 

with confidential information 
unless explicitly authorized 

through policies

 — Any probabilistic methods and models, sooner or later, 
cease being able to meet existing challenges and start 
reflecting the realities of life.

 — It becomes necessary to constantly change business 
processes and to divert resources in order to maintain 
the operability of such security systems.

 — The increased load on non–core business activities 
leads to the monopolization of IT resources.

 — The solutions quickly become cumbersome 
and ineffectual.

Why don't traditional 
protecting “everything 
from everyone” work

to safeguarding confidential information
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Companies spend millions of 
dollars on firewalls, encryption, 
and secure access devices and 
it's money wasted because none 
of these measures address the 
weakest link in the security 
chain: the people who use, 
administer, operate and account 
for computer systems that 
contain protected information.

Kevin Mitnick



PROTECTING INFORMATION
at every stage of its life–cycle
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Manual classification (assigning 
attributes) of files containing 

classified information

Data encryption when sending 
files via email or messengers

Data encryption for cloud storage or 
transfer onto physical media

Printing classification labels on hard 
copies when a classified file is sent to 

a printer

Decreasing the security level, removing 
from protected circulation 

(archiving, destruction)

Automatic classification of files when 
exporting from a database or cloud

Automatic inheritance of classification 
attributes when creating different 

versions from an original

Automatic inheritance of classification 
attributes when compiling new 

documents based on existing ones

Secure Handling 
of confidential 

information
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